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Trial cancelled due to clerical error
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

Student body President Fred
Schmidt's impeachment hearing was
cancelled Thursday by the student
senate because of a clerical error.
Sen. David Carls, chairman of the
Legislative, Judicial and Rules
Committee, asked the senate to rescind
its motion to impeach after Schmidt
told him acting senate Secretary
Heather Lewis had not sent him a
Notice of Hearing by March 22, as required in the Impeachment Statutes .
Schmidt said he felt due process had
been violated.
Lewis, a student assistant, has
signed both memos and the senate's
journal as acting senate secretary since

=·; ;

Additional events include a minicamival on the SG Green with a dunkimpeachment hearing foi: Schmidt af- ing booth, a pie throwing contest and
ter a charge of misfeasance was filed SG information tables from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m on Wednesday
against him March 1.
The motion to rescind passed unaniSen. Ron Meaux, chairman of the
Services and Public Relations Commitmously.
During regular business, the senate tee, said he hoped to convince Schmidt
passed bills funding SG Awareness to sit in the dunking booth.
Week and an essay con test for the WellCommittee Vice Chairman Mark
ness Center, as well as a resolution Dogoli said President-elect Jeff Laing
supporting a format change for WUCF- will be the one of the targets in the pieFM.
throwing booth.
The SG Awareness Week bill alloWednesday from 9 p.m. to midcates $550 to pay for DJ fees, a dunking night, there will be a party in the Wild
booth, food and advertising fees.
Pizza, featuring two six-foot-long subSG Awareness Week started Mon- marine sandwiches, free pizza, a datday night in the University Dining ing game, dancing and pizza-eating
Room with a Win, Lose or Draw game
between SG members and faculty.
see HEARING page 2

Schmidt never received required Notice of Hearing

by Tom Kopacz

former senate Secretary Phyllis Taylor
resigned Feb. 22. Taylor was a full-time
staff member.
Lewis refused to comment Thursday.
Student government Executive Secretary Marolyn Cline couldnotfind any
document Friday making Lewis "acting senate secretary."
SG Business Manager Mel Rogers
said while she may have been told to
sign documents that way by someone in
SG, she is a student assistant and
cannot hold the secretarial position.
According to university policy, the
secretary position is considered a fulltime staff position.
The senate voted March 8 to hold an

Three semesters
of language credit
needed for B.A.

by Melissa Stoker
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·.· .· '·'·.,[}espite the faculty senate~s opposition to the
don:ation, UCF.i>resident Steven AJtman accepted ,

$1001 000 from , the Orlanqo Un1versity · Club
:.::-Wednesday
. , Tbe faculty senate paS:S~ a resoluti.on Mar~li 1
asking the university not:to accept money from the
club because of its implied poUcy.tonota11ow bl~ck
or female members.
· · · ·
··
·.·. ~I'm sur_e he de liberated
it fo r a long time/~
==,;.~:$alc'l:Rosie=Joels, outgoing president the faculty.;
.·. seii'~te. "He has the right to make the decision.z
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Students pursuing their bachelor of arts degree at
UCF are now only required to take three semesters of
a foreign language instead of four.
On March 28, the UCF Undergraduate Curriculum Committee approved a new foreign language
requirement in an attempt to alleviate the problems
that transfer students were having.
"Students transferring from a community college
with an associate of arts degree and a weak or no
foreign language background had a hard time getting
16 semester hours of a foreign language in their last
two years, especially since they must have 48 upper
division semester hours," said Dr. Karl Barsch, associate professor of foreign languages.
"Seventy percent of our students are transfer students, so the need for the change was apparent," said
Dr. Kathryn Seidel, assistant dean of the college of
arts and sciences.
The new requirement provides that a student
"graduating with a bachelor of arts degree must
demonstrate proficiency equivalent to the 1120, 1121
and 2230 courses at UCF in a single language."
The new requirement for the B.A degree supersedes all requirements in previous catalogs that
demand more than three semesters of foreign language. It became effective immediately after its
approval.
The new foreign language policy is not a state-wide
change, and only affects students seeking a bachelor
see LANGUAGE page 4

Police end family dispute, save ·mother's life
by Dave Schlenker
STAFF REPORTER

As folks were reveling in the cultural
splendor oflast month's on-campus foreign
language festival, two campus police officers
were busy breaking up family fights and
saving a life.
It all started on the first day of the festival, March 16. It was a Friday, and a day
Millie Irizarry would have rather her
daughter be in school and not at a language
festival in the UCF gymnasium.
According to the police, Irizarry's 16year-old daughter, Melissa, attended the

festival anyway, and her mother soon arrived to retrieve her.
However, Melissa refused to leave.
Irizarry's sister then entered the scene,
and Melissa still refused to leave. Verbal
persuasion soon turned into a physical
dispute between the family members.
During the heated confrontation near ·
the back of the gym, 32-year-old Irizarry
suddenly became very short of breath and
collapsed.
Campus officers Jim McClure and H.J.
Eighmie arrived at the scene at this time.
"She lost her breath and just hit the
floor," McClure said. "While waitingfor the

ambulance, she progressively got worse."
Irizarry, who spoke only Spanish, was now
complaining of severe chest pains. The officers called and demanded the emergency
units to hurry.
"She stopped breathing," Eighmie then
told McClure frantically. "She's down."
McClure then dropped to the floor and
groped for her pulse. "It was normal, but there
was no movement of the chest at all."
There was no longer time to wait for the
ambulance to find its way on campus.
McClure quickly administered pulmonary
see COP SAVES page 4

Jimmy R. McClure
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HEARING
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contests, and door prizes. The
pizza and door prizes will be
provided by Domino's Pizza.
The week ends Thursday,
when the student senate will
meet at 4 p.m. on the Green.
The bill funding the equipment, food and advertising
passed unanimously.
The senate also passed a bill
426
Featuring Great Seafood & Aged Steaks
allocating $225 for prizes in
the Wellness Center's essay
contest. The money will be
Come in & enjoy our Happy Hour Buffet
given to the writers of the
Alafaya
three best essays on health.
featuring discounted drinks & free food buffet
The contest is being held in
4-7pm Tuesday - Friday
conjunction with the center's
Wellness Fair, which will also
Daily lunch & dinner specials featured
be held Wednesday on the
Private Party Rooms available for graduation
Green.
The bill, which was passed
dinners.
at the end of the meeting, had
been tabled for one week by the
Organizations, Appropriations and Finance committee I
(OAF) at its April 3 meeting.
. Closed Monday
Maj or Credit Cards
At that time, committee
Accepted
Chairman David Mann criti829 Eyrie Dr. Oviedo
cized the bill, calling it a bribe
for the Wellness Center so the
SG carnival could be held on
Located on SR 426 north of Red Bug Rd.
-the Green at the same time.
Meaux, whose committee
wrote the bill, succeeded in 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - having the bill taken out of
committee and discussed on
the floor.
Mann said he did not believe OAF's decision should be
questioned. "I strongly disagree with the fact that we're
even considering this bill today," he said.
He said his entire committee had questions about the
bill. He also did not feel the
senate should be paying for
prize money.
Meaux said the bill was
written to pay for prize money
because it was the only thing
feasible for SG to donate.
The bill passed 22-2.
The WUCF-FM resolution
asks the station's review
committee to restructure the
station to reflect the interests
' '·
ofUCF students. The committee was formed by UCF President Steven Altman to determine whether WUCF is serving the needs of the students
and the community.
You could qualify for a $500 rebate and pre-approved credit levels
After an amendment by
Sen. Monica Vondruska, the
on an eligible Ford or Mercury while you compete for prizes in the
resolution asks the committee
Pop-A-Shot Challenge.
to schedule more alternative
music between 8 a.m. and
midnight.
Come test your skills and win a jacket, sweatshirt, T-shirt or
It passed unanimously.
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365-7036

Attention Graduating Seniors and Grad Students

•
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other prizes. While you 're there, find out how graduating seniors
and graduate students can qualify for special savings on a Ford
or Mercury.

!Rpses are rec£
o/io[ets are 6[ue
Sugar is sweet
Jlnd so are you...

'

Don't rely on
nursery rhymes
to tell her how
special she is
.
to you.

Show her by placing
a personal in
The Future Classifieds.

•
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Representatives of the 1990 Ford/Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program will be on hand to answer questions and register
graduating students on the spot for a $500 Rebate and special
financing on the purchase or lease of eligible models. We'll have
some of the popular new Ford and Mercury vehicles on display, too!
It's all free, so come on down and give it your best shot .. . for fun
and prizes ... and to register for savings on the eligible Ford or
Mercury of your choice.

YOU'RE ALL INVITED TO THE POP-A-SHOT CHALLENGE:
DATE: Thursday, April 12 & Friday April 13 _
Tl ME: 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Health & Physics Bldg. Green
SPONSORED BY: Pi Sigma Epsilon

...
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State to ·grant UCF's construction requests
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

~

According to UCF's chief lobbyist,
the university is in line to receive all its
requests for construction funding from
the state legislature.
Daniel Holsenbeck, associate vice
president for University Relations,
said Friday all of UCFs construction
requests are on the Board of Regents'
first-year priority list.
That list is usually passed by the
legislature and signed by the governor
with little or no comment.
Included on the list is $1.7 million
for roads, parking and utilities. However, Holsenbeck said most of that
money will be used for facilities for the
new on-campus arena.
Also on the priority list fbr UCF are:

include: for branch campuses,
$690,000 for equipment for the new education," he said.
UCF wants just over $4.8 million to $704,443; for the film program,
arts building, $100,000 for equipment
for UCF's . Daytona Beach campus, cover an additional 648 15-hour stu- $116,711; for the Florida Sinkhole In· $400,000 for a joint research center dents. Holsenbeck said if that request stitute, $144,179; for library staffing,
with Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Uni- is met, it will represent one of the larg- $238,032; for Affirmative Action/EEO,
versity in Daytona Beach, $816, 000 for est increases in the university system. financial aid, and high-tech research
"Included in that 4.8 (million) would and development, all funding to be
remodeling Howard Phillips Hall and
$1. 725 million fOT remodeling the be salaries for faculty positions and announced.
support positions and all that other
Holsenbeck said the EEO and reChemistry building.
The new research center with E- stuff that goes along with it," Holsen- search requests have not been announced because the BOR has not outRAU is located in the building that once beck said.
UCF is also asking for over $1. 7 lined a distribution formula yet. He
housed UCF's Daytona Beach campus.
said the BOR will wait and see how
The campus is now in a joint-use facil- million for faculty and staff raises.
The third prio.rity for UCF is almost much the legislature gives it. The two
ity it shares with Daytona Beach
$3.1 million forimprovingundergradu- are driven by a distribution formula. ·
Community College.
The financial aid allocation depends
With the construction requests ap- ate education. According to a leaflet
parently assured, Holsenbeck said outlining UCF's legislative priorities, on how much the legislature raises
UCF has three main priorities for the this will be used to reduce the sizes of tuition. The BOR requested a 15 per1990 legislative session. ''They are math, English and foreign language cent tuition hike for all students, while
enrollment growth, faculty and staff classes.
see TALLAHASSEE page 4
Funding also on the list of priorities
salaties and improving undergraduate

Audits used to
associate Altman
with departments
by Joseph Kaye
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF President Steven Altman recently called for
a series of administrative audits with 11 department
heads in an effort to assess the functions and needs of
each department.
Similar in nature to the academic audits, each
session involved "a brief overview of the written
reports, which are on file in the library, with the
remaining time devoted to discussion," according to
AJtman.
"These audits are being conducted to allow me an
.. opportunity to become more familiar with each department, to assess what their needs are and to see
where there is room for improvement," Altman said.
The audits were not designed to point out short"'lo
comings in the individual departments, but to familiarize Altman with several key departments, as the
audits of the academic departments did in the fa]] of
last year.
In a March 16 memorandum to all vice presidents,
deans, departmental chairpersons and directors,
Altman said "this process provides a further opportunity to learn more about the operations of several
support units, and consequently are valuable sessions to promote the teaching and research goals of
the university."
• Heads of several departments were questioned in
the administrative audits, including directors of the
counselings and testing center, special programs,
.. career resource center, instructional resources, university library, admissions, financial aid and purchasing.
All audits were held in the board room, and were
• open to the campus community.

QUITE A RUDE
AWAKENING
(Above) Ralph Simon, a
Pi Kappa Alpha brother, is
about to get out of the
wrong side of the bed as the
Pikes carrying him slip and
fall. Friday's bed race was
part of the Greek Week
competitions.
(Left) Leon Lachance
and Jim Carroll of Sigma
Chi rap in the Greek Sing
Wednesday. The competition was to see who had the
most creative performers.
Tau Kappa Epsilon won
the week of competition.
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• ROUNDTABLE

The next meeting of the
j1I
Knight's Roundtable will be
today from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in the student center auditorium.
•
The Knight's Roundtable is
the communication link for
UCF student organization
leaders. Formoreinformation,
call 281-5107.
•PLANTSALE

The UCF Student Organizations office is sponsoring a
plant sale Wednesday outside
the Student Organizations
Lounge in the Student Center
building.

•CINEMATOGRAPHY

The UCF Cinematography
Association will meet at 6:30
p.m. Wednesdayinroom201 of
PC3. Headshots for the UCF
Film Directory will be retaken
and opportunities for upcoming projects will be discussed.
The Cinematography Association will have a picnic at
Jetty Park April 14.
For further information,
call Dawn Holbrook at 6717847.
• HONORS SYMPOSIUM

Wednesday's Honors Symposium will be held in CEBA
II, room 107. The symposium

will indude presentations by
faculty who will teach Honors
seminar courses in fall 1990.
Also, Dr. Bruce Pauley will
discuss his fall 1990 Honors
lecture course titled ''The Rise
and Fall of Totalitarianism in
the 20th Century," and will
distribute copies of the tentative course syllabus.
• ETHICS SPEAKER

Robert M. Cook-Deegan,
M.D., the acting executive director of the Biomedical Ethics
Advisory Committee of the
U.S. Congress, is the featured
speaker for the Second Annual
Charles M. Lippoldt, M.D.

Symposium in Bioethics on
Wednesday.
Cook-Deegan's talk on
"Human Gene Therapy" begins at 9:30 a.m. in the Board
of Regen ts Room on the third
floor of the Administration
building.
His second lecture, ''The
Human Genome Project," is
scheduled for 8 p.m. in the
Bush Auditorium at Rollins
College.
Both lectures are free and
open to the 1,mblic.
• RAFTING TRIP

Embry-Riddle University
and the UCF Campus Activi-

ties Board present white water
rafting in Tennessee Friday
through Sunday.
For more information about
the tri, call 275-2633.
• MEDIA CARNIVAL

AD2 of Greater Orlando will
be holding its Sixth Annual
Carnival and Media Auction
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Omni Hotel in downtown
Orlando.
Media-related items as well
as dinners and trips will be
available for auction. The $5
admission covers $3 worth of
game tickets and one free
drink.
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Get involved, save Earth, says UN delegate
by Patrick A. Stewart
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

United Nations delegate Michael Geoghegan
spoke out on the need for international involvement
in our environment in a visit to UCF Friday.
Geoghegan came to UCF through the combined efforts of the Tri-College Earth Day Coalition and the

Orlando Chapter of the United Nations Association.
UNA's spokesperson Sheila Morgan spoke of the
need for concerted action on this and other issues.
Talking before 25 to 30 people, Geoghegan discussed "our planet Earth, our only home" and eight
of the major issues facing it. These issues ranged from
the effect of chemicals on the ozone layer, where he
spoke ofa NASA study that showed "a five percent di-

minishment in the ozone layer in the last five years,"
and the growing incidence of skin cancer in the
southern hemisphere, to the need for clean and natur.al foods.
·
In closing, Geoghegan said, "a good environment
is good also for business," he also called for Green
party activism, that we may "ask not what our planet
can do for us but what we can do for our planet."

•
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ALTMAN
FROM PAGE 1

decision that makes a college
education more obtainable for
students," he said.
In addition, UCF would be
jeopardizing its chance to get
future gifts by being so
"snooty" as to not accept the
club's money, Altman said.
"Other donors may be concerned that they would be
placed under scrutiny."
By accepting the money,
UCF is not supporting the
club, Altman said.
"We must separate ourselves from the actions of the
donors/' Altman said.
However, Altman said UCF
will not accept gifts if they are
illegally obtained, if they are
obtained from "organizations
or individuals whose purposes
undermine social order or
human dignity" or if their
donors try to endanger UCF's
educational values.

TALLAHASSEE
FROM PAGE3

the Florida Student Association has asked for
an eight percent increase.
The BOR wants $3 million for financial aid,
$1.056 million for EEO and $4 million for research. These requests are for the entire university system.
UCF's share of the library request is 8.4
percent of the total BOR request. The total
request only provides 70 percent of needed
staff.
Student government leaders made sure legislators know what UCF wants by hosting a
continental breakfast for legislators and staffers Tuesday morning, the first day of the 1990
session.
Student body president Fred Schmidt, SG
lobbying Director Dana Boyte, Chief of Staff
Jeff Laing and student senators David Carls,
Leslie Francois, Dianne Goigel, David Mann,
Patricia Pulgine and Monica Vondruska traveled to the state capital to host the breakfast for

LANGUAGE
FROM PAGE 1

of arts degree.
Although the foreign language department realizes the
need for changing the foreign
language requirement, a<!cording to Barsch, the department hopes that students will
become attracted to the study
of foreign languages as an
elective course of study.
"The department would
like for the students not to
have such an aversion to foreign languages," Barsch said.
In order to interest more
students, the foreign language
department is considering the
addition of various new types
of instructional materials,
such as video tapes and computer-aided language labs.

·

the officials.
Schmidt said the breakfast was meant specifically for members of the Orange, Seminole,
Brevard and Osceola legislative delegations, as
well as members of the Higher Education
Committee.
"We had quite a few people who came and
spent a lot of time with us," Schmidt said. Key
state representatives Richard Crotty (ROr1ando), Tom Drage (R-Winter Park), T.K.
Wetherell (D-Daytona Beach) and Alzo Reddick
(D-Or1ando) were an in attendance at the
breakfast.
Wetherell is the chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee and a member of
the Higher Education Committee.
"We got to see the people we needed to see,
and they were very impressed that we went to
the effort to put on this program," Schmidt said.
He said SG's hosting the breakfast lets the
legislators know that students care about what
happens in Tallahassee.
Holsenbeck said he thought the breakfast
was a good idea with the potential for becoming
an annual event.

COP SAVES
FROM PAGE 1

resuscitation.
"I blew once in her mouth,"
McClure recalled, "but I
couldn't get a breath out of
her."
He blew again.
Nothing.
Two tries later, the woman
finally started breathing on
her own.
Just as life was restored to
Irizarry,
Melissa
and
Irizarry's sister renewed their
scuffle, leaving McClure and
Eighmie to break the fight up
and continue attending to the
hazy mother.
"There were two things
going on at once," McClure
said, now grinning at the chaos
of the situation.

UCFs accepting the donation does not benefit the University Club.
"We're going to be giving
that money anyway," Fletcher
said. "We've got lots of other
universities who want the
money," he added.
On the other hand, many
members of the club are UCF
graduates and wanted to see
the money go there, Fletcher
said.
In addition to the money
donated by the University
Club, the state will give
$50,000 through its donation
matching program. UCF will
receive a total of$150,000 over
the next five years.
UCF will use the money to
fund scholarships for minority
students and students with
outstanding
academic
achievements Altman said.
"A talented and diverse
student body is fundamental
to our development," Altman
said in a letter to the faculty
senate.
He added that the incident
was pretty much ignored by
the crowd, who seemed entranced by the language performers.
"While I'm doing CPR, they
were still on stage singing and
stuff," McClli.re said. "Everything was as if nothing was
haQpening-."
Paramedics from Seminole
and Orange Counties arrived
and transported the woman to
Orlando Regional Medical
Center.
A follow-up investigation
revealed that Irizarry was
treated and released the same
day. Authorities are unsure of
what caused the collapse.
McClure, who served 20
years in the Hospital Corp. of
the Navy, said law enforcement personnel must learn
CPR and get recertified yearly.
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"Doesn't
every
Pre-med
deserve
a choice?"
Tom Garcia, M.D (UAG '75)
Cardiologi.~l

Houston, Texas

"The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now I'm
a physici.a n. My alma mater may be just
right for you. It's your choice."

..

Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara
School of Medicine
Guadalajara, Mexico

The International Choice
The Central Florida Future

Classifieds
'.'

''

For your free video preview call: 1-800-531-5494

All Students, Faculty and Staff
are welcome.
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Director sends choir
to segregated ch~rch

•

Staff Report

• • • • • .ucF ·Team Dentist •••••
•

•

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

About 100 students ended a
two-day sit-in at Adrian College (Mich.) March 23 after
President Stanley Craine
agreed to reprimand college
choir Director Art Jones for
scheduling a concert at and
exposing them to insults at an
apparently segregated church

Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam
• Bitewing X-Rays • Consultation
• Offer good with valid UCF 1.0. only
• Expires 4/30/90
• Good on initial visit only

282-2101

• 'The paticni and any other pcnon
rCJpcruiblo for payment hu a righ1 ID
ROCuso ID pay, c:anccl paymcnl, or be
mimbuncd for paymeni for any olhor
acrvlco OJ1aminatioc, or lrcatmcnl
which is performed U ll RO•Ull of Uld
within 72 hOW'I of rc111pondlng IO the ,
ad-..:rtl&mmu ror Cree IClrvloe,

11776 E. Hwy 50
Orlando, FL 32817
Corner of Hwy 50 & Alaf aya Tr.

•
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in Rich land, Ga.
Two black students had
angrily withdrawn from the
choir when Richland church
officials expressed "concerns"
about finding housing for
Adrian's racially integrated
choir.
Jones also personally apologized to the demonstrators for
the singers' "pain and anguish."

OJ1unlnatlon cw lrcatmant•

..

GET YOUR SUMMER TAN NOW!
Wolff System Tanning at .

· TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON ·
Where The Sun Always Shines!

•

·-----------·
Buy 5 Visits •
I

Get 5 Free! I•

•

$29.95 :

Sign up a friend and get 2
visits free!

~==a

I
I

Who's having an affair with whom?

·-----------·

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.,
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun . Noon - 6:00 p.m.

']{,JU.LS 'B'YJayCE !49f.V C'Y'J(I!J{I7l
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HERE'S
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LIST OF EVENTS:

O MONDAY, APRIL 9th- Faculty/ SG

.

Calendar

Pietionary Playoffs UDR-7pm

..

..

-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11th- Conjunction with
0 Wellness Week "Sink A Senator" on the green
· 10am-1 pm!

0

WEDN·E SDAY NIGHT- PIZZA PARTY
IN THE WILD PIZZA! 9PM-12AM
.,:,-:.''~~Sli)"orC'(:·,....
..

~?TUFF YOUR FACE PARTY"

0

s."''"' G0~""-1-•

THURSDAY, APRIL 12th- SENATE MEETING@
ON THE GREEN 4PM
.
.
~4~of(en\t~

.,..,,.
r"
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Campus escort services fail due to lack of volunteers
enough volunteer escorts.
The service, which began.in
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
1975 with 30 volunteers,
Another ~olunteer campus dwindled to only a handful of
helpers before the group threw
escort service has failed.
In the wake of similar wan- in the towel, Director Darren
ings of interest at other cam- Goode said.
People, he added, weren't
puses, the director of the escort
service at the University of using the service because they
Maryland at College Park said believe their campus is safe
in mid-March the safety patrol enough to go out without an eswas shutting down because cort.
Other campus escort servstudents weren't using it and
because it couldn't attract ices, organized by student vol-

Staff Report

"You can't depend on
volunteers."
-Sgt. George Watts
University of Florida
unteers in anger after wellpublicized crimes, have closed
in the face of similar beliefs.
Students at Oregon State,
Ohio State and Kent State
universities, as well as the

University of Oregon all
launched services that folded
when memories of the incidents faded.
Many campus escort services disappear because they
rely solely on volunteers, said
Sgt. George Watts, the assistant coordinator of the Student
Nighttime Auxiliary Patrol
(SNAP) escort service at the
University of Florida.
"You can't depend on volunteers. Our program is tremen-

dously successful because we
don't use volunteers," Watts
said.
The campus currently employs 35 escorts who must pass
a background check and have a
chauffeur's license. SNAP has
grown from about 3,000 requests a year 15 years ago to
20 ,000 requests for an escort in
1989.
"Our campus is safe. The
whole reason of the program is
to keep it safe," Watts said.
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HERE'S YOUR INVITATION
TO PREVIEW

JAMMER'S
LAND, AIR, AND SEA
BEAUTIFUL BODY
COMPETITION!
UPTO
IN CASH & PRIZES
FOR THE BEST IN
HOT STREET CLOTHES
HOTIER LINGERIE
HOTIEST BEACH WEAR

KIDS NEED
THE
BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED
YOUR HELP.

$5,000

•

EVERY TUESDAY 8PM
ALL CALL DRINKS $1009-10PM
"",)

•
BOYS CLUBS
OF CElllTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

The Club that beats the streets.

& even their secrets have secrets.

MR. K WANTS YOU!
,~ -

·

ATTENTION
STUDENTS:
"STUFF YOUR
· FACEPIZZA
PARTY" in the
Wild Pizza
~ 9pm-12am!
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Intramural SPorts
Supervisor

IF YOU:
Love SPOrtS
Like to Play sames
Want to imProve UCF Intramural sports
Can commit 15-20 hours a week
Are willins to referee selected sports
Think $5.00/hr. is a reasonable startins pay
look sood in Rec Services Blue
THEN:
StoP by the
Rec Services
Office fRS
101)
APPIY by APri I
12 and see if
You have what
it takes to be
a Part of the
new••• ·

Be a Part of the solution to better Intramural
SPorts at UCF.
Call Mr.Kor Jim at 215-2408 for more information!
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

l STANIEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

•

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
678-8400

..
..

•

•

•
Roadway Package Systelll IS
accepting applications for parttirne loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.

WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

Phone
297-3715
for inore information
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Explore the Nature of Ev1~ ...
Tuesday April 1 O

.

"The Prison Experience of Dietrich Bonhoeffer•
Student Activities Center 7:30 p.m.

EAR H DAY SPEAKER ••
Global Energy: Problems and Solutions

.

MONDAY APRIL 16 AT 6:30 P.M.
IN THE STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
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The Homecoming Committee
,._:,;.. ~-r· ~:~..:i; / -:·.::.:-:-f.....? --~ is still looking for anyone
.__~-· ..:, . .:" . ;~;· interested in joining!
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If you are interested in getting
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Wednesday April II

II a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Annual
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• Wellness Expo •
••
on the Green
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Voted Best Picture of the
Year
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Altman, ·schmidt
heading in the
right direction

i

·--

We normally use this space to point out an
action or series of actions that we think will hurt
our school or its students. Today, however, we
find ourselves in the unusual position of pointing out two decisions that we agree with. Perhaps we are mellowing as the semester goes by.
It spends the same. The University Club
has no women or black members, but it does
have a lot of money. President Steven Altman
decided the former wasn't sufficient justification to turn up our noses at the latter, and
rightly so.
The faculty senate and assorted others had
said that accepting the University Club's money
-up to $100,000ofitoverthenextfive yearswould be tantamount to approving discrimination.
Luckily, President Altman didn't fall for this
simplistic analysis of what responsibilities a
university has and doesn't have.
A university should not condone bigotry. But
its primary goal is not to fight such practices. Its
primary goal is to expand knowledge.
The $100,000 UCF will be getting from the
University Club (and the $50,000 grant this gift
will trigger from the state) will go toward helping students reach that goal.
Even if we are holding our noses when we
take it, the money will do a lot more for U CF
than some empty gesture.
Gagging orders. Several issues back, we
reported student body President Fred Schmidt's
veto of a piece of legislation that would end the
current practice of not allowing candidates to
talk to the press during the presidential elections. We pointed out how this rule violates the
First Amendment, and how Schmidt's explanation of his veto made it sound like he didn't know
how free speech worked or why it's important.
Anyway, Schmidt has set up a committee to
review this section of the election statutes. After
discussing the matter with Schmidt and other
SG officers, we have come to the conclusion that
we may have been too hard on them.
Apparently, they do have the better interests
of the students in mind. Al though there
shouldn't have to be any discussion about
whether it is best to conform with the
Constitution, at least Schmidt has provided the
possibility of bringing the election statutes into
line. We wanted to point out the good as well as
the bad.
Boy, we really must be mellowing.
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.Political extremes lead us nowhere
"Socialism is dead! Socialism is dead!" The cry of
capitalists signifies the doom of communism in Eastern Europe as the wall of tyranny comes down.
Long live socialism.
I see you're confused. Hasn't good old American
free enterprise conquered the evil empire and its
religion of tyranny? Hasn't capitalism proved itself as
the economic ideology of the 21st century?
We11, yes and no.
Sure, the throwing of U.S. military muscle around
the g1obe has no doubt contributed to the decline of
the Soviet Union and its ability to hold its satellites
together. But at what cost? The expansion of the
federal deficit in exponential terms since Reagan took
office? The neglecting of a declining infrastructure of
highways, bridges and prisons? The health of 37
million uninsured Americans? The mal-education of
the heirs to the federal deficit?
The self interest of the free enterprise system in
the Reagan era, Bush included, has led to all the
above, as well as subsidizing the rich through the
proposed capital gains tax cut. The total lack of
equality that "pure" capitalism promotes proves it is
mora 11y bankrupt.
Meanwhile, the "mixed" socialist/capitalist systems ofWestern Europe and Japan threaten to over-

Patrick A. Stewart
take us completely, in all stages of the game.
What makes them so superior to the U.S.? I would
say the govern men ts of these countries truly care
about the health and welfare of all their citizens, not
just the privileged moneymaking few. They are willing to make public expenditures on the things that
really count: education, health care, and infrastructure, the very things that George Bush has shirked in
his presidency.
Can this be called socialism? According to the
White House gangsters, yes. If it is Liberal, it is just
one step on the road to socialism.
The battle for a better world isn't over until we
learn that neither the tyranny of totalitarian socialism nor the greed of unbridled capitalism will lead to
greatness in our wor1d.

•

Patrick A Stewart is a
Central Florida Future reporter
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• THINK ABOUT IT

Editor:
I find it rather absurd as well as
pathetic that there white UCF students who feel the majority of
Crotral FloridaFliture
black UCF students are racists.
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Aorida 32816
We are entitled to protest and
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (4-07) 275-2865
voice our opinions as we did in the
Rogers vs. Schmidt situation.
Editor In Chief
Although I disagree that we are
R. Scott Horner
justified to be racists, I would like
Eric Dentel to refresh the memories of those
Managing Editor
Lauren Curtis who misu,nderstand us. We did not
News Editor
Bill Foxworthy ask to be brought to America. We
Sports Editor
John Citrone were forced.
Confetti Editor
Jennrter Offenburger
Copy Editor
Since our arrival, this society,
Deborah Cunningham which is governed by the white
Art Director
Jorge Alvarez man, continues to do things to
Photo Editor
Lara E. Hutchison make our lives as miserable as
Production Manager
possible, just as they do at UCF.
Tracy Torres
Office Manager
If we are racists, we have good
Anissa Larson reasons when you consider that
Ad Production Manager
Armand Cimaroli the student body president calls a
Advertising Staff
Cindy Cowen black official ''boy" and only had to
apologize through a letter which
Opinions expressed In me Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
he didn't even deliver.
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, Univenilty Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and Include
Also Dr. George Stevens was
the author's signature, major and phone nurrber. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
chosen
to serve as Interim Dean
and space and become the copyrighted propeny of the news~r. Names may be withheld
but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. The Central Florida
the
College of Business Adfor
Future Is a free.non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
ministration, but can't be considweakly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.

ered as a finalist for the job.
The black student population as
well as the number of black faculty
and staff is extremely low. The
only ways UCF seems to be able to
get more black students are
through athletics, Educational
Opportunity Programs, Academic
Enrichment Programs and luck.
So from now on, when those who
choose to express their views decide to speak out, think about what
you are saying, damnit.

Nathan B. Brooken
communications
• FOOLS ON CAMPUS

Editor:
I'm white. Ifl am to believe what
I've been reading in the letters
section of The Future, I am incapable of knowing what discrimination is like because I'm white. So,
please educate me with the facts.
Here are some of the ones I've
gathered so far.
Race, color or sex does not effect
a persons natural ability. Blacks
are not better athletes. Italians are

not better lovers. Orientals are not
smarter. Women can do everything men can do and vice-versa.
Blacks do have a right to be
defensive. In fact, they have a
right to be anything the rest of us
can be. It's the law.
And now some questions. What
is "Black Pride"? Are you proud of
being black or are you proud of
what you have done regardless of
your color? If the latter is correct,
why don't you call it "Clear Pride"?
I know it sounds silly, but based on
what I know so far, so does "Black
Pride."
I think the concept of apartheid
is silly too. What is being done
with it, though, is serious. Discrimination and racism are seriou~
.
I consider anything based on
race, color or sex to be a non-issue.
I consider anyone who speaks with
non-issues to be a fool. I can't
count the number of fools on this
campus.

Jason M. Baer
criminal justice
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Summer school:
A cold, cruel fact
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There's been a lot of press lately about yearround school for kids. Isn't summer vacation the
motivating factor behind going to school in the
first place? When are kids supposed to actually
apply what they've learned during the year (like
what to say to drugs and how to use condoms)?
I suppose since schools like UCF have made up
an idiotic summer enrollment requirement, it's
good for kids to lose their summer vacation now.
They may as well get used to it.
When I try to figure out the reasoning behind
the requirement, the following scenario comes to
mind.
Teacher: "I'm a teacher. I have summers off."
Senator: "That sucks. That's not right. I'll pass
a bill."
Teacher: "Rats! Now I have to work in the
summer. Well, at least I can take it out on the
students: Mandatory summer school!"
It could also be a communist plot: project
"Cattle Trail." The result, in 20 years, will be a
generation of Americans who have spent so many
years in year-round school that they'll b~ able to
anything but follow directions.
Some people can afford to speed up the educational process by attending in the summer.
Granted, it's a cool option, but it's a si11y requirement. Of course, you can appeal it, but don't think
it'll be approved. UCF administrators undergo
treatment to make them blind to 'approved'
blanks.
So I've decided to stay in school for the rest of my
life. The only work I'll do will be for unpaid internships. When I'm 65, I'll begin paying back my
student loans with social security checks. My
friends will have to be patient while I go through
the withdrawals-I've been addicted to summer
vacation and money for a long time.
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COMING THURSDAY APRIL 12th

EDUCATION JOB FAIR
SPONSORED BY THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND
THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER

•

A chance for UCF students and school
district officials to get together to .
discuss teaching opportunities

PARTIAL LIST OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS

•

Bakersfield, CA
Brevard
Broward
Camden, GA
Charlotte
Charlton, GA
Citrus
Clay
Clayton, GA
Collier

Columbia
Duval
Highlands
Indian River
Lake
Martin
Okeechobee
Orange
Osceola
Palm Beach

Putnam
Saint Lucie
Seminole
Volusia
Alachua
Monroe
Sarasota
Marion
Rochester, MI
Lake Highland Prep.

LOCATION: UCF EDUCATION GYMNASIUM - MAIN CAMPUS
TIME: 9 AM TO NOON & 1· PM TO 3 PM
For Further Information, Contact Corinne Russo in the Career Resource Center, Admin. 124, 275-2361
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Looking for a student organization that would
like to make up to $1 ,000 for a one week oncampus marketing project. Call Lisa or
Monica at (800) 592-2121.

Delta Sigma Pi
The er Chapter of t.m welcomes its new
brothers: Yogesh Barbati, Crockett Bohannon, Bill Carmody. Mike Carpino, Lacia Christ,
Robert Cleare, Hetal Engineer, Rochelle Enrique, Nancy Funk, Debbie Gager, Lee Koepke,
Jill Leone, Yi- Pey Lo, Cheryl Martin, Monique
Michaud, Yvette Mihaly, Conan Pierce, Jeff
Poindextor, Linda Read, Susan Reynolds,
Michelle Rodriguez, Jerry Roth, Hector
Rubert, Trisha Rush, Sheree Sayyae, Maria
Seganei, Pauline Sewell, Glenn Slifker, Lance
Smith, Buffy Smucker, Alaine Tweety, and
Christina Wolfe. Welcome aboard fellow
BROTHERS !! Reminder: Easter in the Park at
Downey Park from 11-2p.m. on April 14.
Graduation is coming seniors!!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Wow!! What a Saturday Nightl Kappa Delta
thanks for coming out and "Wasting Away in
Margaritaville." Once again Burt gets Stud of
the Night followed closely by Iii' Jeff. Easy Ed
had no problem living up to his name. When
will it all en<:!? Sig-Eps .... Damn we're good.
And in the immortal words of Mike "James
Brown" Swinford. I FEEL GOOD!!
Phi Delta Theta
Great job in Greek Week guys. Do not forget
UCF Regatta on 22. Hey Neil, Great
Faoeplant. 355 days til Phi Deir wins Greek
Week.
Alpha Tau Omega
Kt.'s we are psyched for our sooal. Remember the theme .. I'm glad I'm not a - - . ATn
DOMINATES IN HOCKEY. That's right, ATn
is 1st in HOCKEY. FOUNDERS DAY banquet
is coming up. FOUNDERS DAY weekend is
the 4,5,6th of May. Congradulations to all
greeks. Greek Week international was a blast.
Contact Greg L. for sports info. ATn Outrageous, as always.
Lambda Chi Alpha
BIG brother little sister appreaation 1s this
week. Check the lunchroom for a calendar of
even!S. Congrats Rob Strong, Brother of the
Month. Check Thurs . for our Greek Week
rundown.
ACACIA
Congrats to Larry Blanchard, Glenn Reichle,
Serge l..affineur, Jon Pohlers, Mike Mercado,
& Jose Lago for their election to office We will
come on strong 1n the fall. Great JOb in hoc;l(ey.
Acacia 61TKE3. Lets keep kicking bun. Keep
the spirit up from Greek Weeki IKP Study up,
Initiation is coming up fast. Brothers and
Pledges do not forget Service Projecl on Saturday. little Sister Rush Sat. afternoon.
ACACIA Men are psyched for the Social Fn.
13with t.Tt. &t.r. Everyone check with Glenn
for hockey A9 Rules!

FSLATE
FSLATE will be hosting Sarah Jane Turner
speaking on "Throwaway Children"-Dropouts
on Wed Apr 11 from 4·5 in ED 119. Members
please attend. new members welcome.
THE HISPANIC-AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOC. invites everyone to elect this year's new
officers. Come vote Thursday, April 12 in SC
214 at 5:00. Adiosl

Responsible female, non-smoker, 20+
wanted to share wtsame. Cambridge Cir.
Own room/bath, W/O, furnished, except bedroom, $225 + 112 ucil. Avail May 01. Call 2731190. Leave message.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLIC! CRAZY! AWE SOME I These are just
a few of !he ways 10 describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:1 5pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There I

Waterbed-King size, 4 poster
hardwood $75, 880-4468 after 5pm.
Super-single waterbed with 6 drawer storage
pedestal $125 . Call 366-0229, if no answer
leave message.

LSAT Prep Course by Grad Admission Prep
Service includes Audio cassettes and book
$80.00 Original cost $160.
380-2383 or 777-4603 Jolee.

Female to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath apt. 205/
mo+ 1/2 utilities . Washer, Dryer, Microwave.
Available Apr. 15. Call Wendy or Hilary at
381-2301.
Female non-smoker to share spacious 3br/2b
apt. ONn room, $188/month + 1/3 uul. Call
281-6479. Ask for Angle.

85' Dodge Omlni, Auto, Cold air, Low miles 1st
owner 2,750 080 Call 380-2573
1983 Subaru Brar, 4X4, one owner 40 MPG,
Tinted windows, good rubber, good brakes,
excellent condition $3000 Call 880-4468
Eves.
ChryslerleBaron Convertible, '83, AIC, power
everylhing, new roof, AM/FM stereo cassette,
cruise control, new tires, tilt sreenng, leather
interior, excellent condition $35001080 2759779

1or2 Bdrm Apt , walk $285. 851-7235.

2bed/2ba-newly r3novated-coin laundry 1n
Bldg. UCF area-walk to campus! Only $450/
mo + deposit - Call 380-5096.
Howell Branch/Winter Park area, 10 min.
from UCF. Wash/Ory, Micwv., 2 car garage. 2
bdrms/full bath, ea. rm. 262.50/mo. + 1/3 ubl..
No pets. Eric 678-5719 834-3541
UCF area 1 1/2m 28d 28 privacy fence WID
A/C $450 month $300 Dep. 365-4315

Two bedroom one bath home two miles from
UCF $470 per month Inc. trash-pickup Call
657-4124.
Large six bedroom air conditioned two and a
half bath home two miles from UCF avallable
now $800 per month Call 657-4124.
3bd/2balh Villa, 112 mi 10 campus. Micro·
wave, Washer/Dryer, dishwasher. Available
May 1st, 658-4310

*

National marketing firm seeks mature srudent
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
w11h earning porenrial to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotJvated. Call Jeanine or Lisa ar (800) 592·
2121.
Earn 20% on everything you sell I
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You I Call The Central Rorida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 275·
2601
Ma? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred
Earn up to $100 + per shift Professional training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. DaystNights .
FulVPart time. Church Street Station and other
exclusive locations. ShoeShtne Company of
America since 1978 call Larry or Sonja 6711482.

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad production Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred), News writers & Editors Paid positions
available Call X2865 for more information.

SUPER INCOME! BE YOUR OWN BOSSI If
you are motivated, persistent, and want to
earn fantastic income. Call (407) 886-5969
Doneco, Inc.
TV COMMERCIALS
No Age Limit, for application,
Casting info, your area
(404) 861 -6888 Ext. T1112

Is your fraternity, sorority, or club interested in
earning $1,000.00 + for a one-week on-campus marketing project? You must be wellorganized and hard working. Call Lisa G. or
Myra at (800) 592-2121.

Bunkbed great condition cheap
•
Call 658-8811 or 381-5285 for Karen

Money Motivated? Earn$$$ for next term Full
or Part time, flexible hours , on campus or off.
Serious money for business-minded person.
Call Lauren 682-9629.

SLIM DOWN WHILE
YOU FATIEN YOUR
$ POCKETBOOK$
Thousands of UCF Srudents want 10 lose lbs.
before summer! We are looking for a few
highly mo11vated individuals who want to make
$200 +/Wk. introducing a NEW hi-fiber diet
cookie to UCF . Call John or Rick Rutledge
now 366-1479.

Ch d care in my home for 2 children 4 days per
WE!i!k beginning 612190 . References. Call
eves, 291-6540.
CAREER ORIENTED???
Summer Business Program for All
Ma1ors. $425 week avg. 3 hrs. credit.
Professional Placement upon Grad.
CALL 281-0856. Leave Name Phone#.

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1, 700 IN ONLY 1O DAYS.
Student groups, frats and sororities needed
for marketing project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT, Group officers call 1800-765-8472 Ext. 50.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext GH-4628 for current repo. list

ATIENTION: Excellent Income
for Home Assembly Work, Info.
Call 504-646-1700 Dept P307

If this ad doesn't work,
·· · then· why are you reading it? · ·

...

·Advertise in the Central Florida Future.

HYPNOSIS. Extremely effective for concentration & memory. Call 897-3834 (7 days a
week).
Very patient UCLA Graduate-will tutor you in
math or sciences. All levels. Call 897-3533.

Merida(Andes) Venezuela. Six weeks . Up to
16 credits. Depart May 13 or June 24. USFsponsored. Satisfy summer enrollment, language, requirements $1,695. Includes board,
room, air from Miami. After 5:00 call Jodi
Nelms 671-7098

Waitress wanted. Some lunches and evenings. Part ume Call Beth, J.R. Jakes Pub
6n-4169
Sandwich Maker wanted-evenings. Part time
Call Beth J.R. Jakes 677-4169

Exoted, money-oriented people.
Call 623-5189 for 24hr. recording.

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
$2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

Male students needed as summer camp counselors at boy's camp In Maine. First rate program & facility. For info & application call Ken
Renner X-2050 or stop by ED 153.

LOST. 1 pair of black sunglasses with gold
metal trim on top. PRESCRIPTION LENSES.
$50 REWARD.
678-5015

More than iust a retail-sales JOb. Will work
around your schedule looking for motivated
people, nice environment, good pay. Please
call 843-5860.

Babysitters needed part time
10-30 hours per week salary $5.00
per hour requirement: Prior Babysitting experience call Barb at
260-0031

Compaq portable 286 computer. Best offer
taken. 275-4230 Leave message.

Term papers, Theses, etc .. by Prof. Writer.
Edit. Serv. avail. Call Jaime at 365-7385

Part time temporary to work Buyback &
Bookrush $4/hr typing experience a must It's
Academic Bookstore University Shoppes.
Apply in person.

HEALTHY males or females needed for a
study of changes in strength and muscle due
10 non-weight bearing. Make a contribution to
the US Space Program; walk with crutches for
4 to 6weeks and earn $600. Physically active,
but not trained subjects are desired. Contact
Dr. Gary Dudley, The Kennedy Space Center
8am-5pm by Monday 4116/90 at 867-3940.

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000tyr. income porential. Details.
(1 )602-838-8885 Ext. T-5780

Complete typing/WP services last. AES, 2431
Aloma#211671-4414.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Governmentjobs-your
area. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R 5780.

ATTENTION POST
GRADUATES
Earn $250.00 per DAY
Th3 Cape Canaveral Think
Tank needs 200 outstanding
graduate students in all
academic fields tor part
time Think Tank operations .
The Imaginative and
innovative Individual should
apply .
Send transcript, GPA, photo,
and shon bio wtstats to:
P.O. Box 5852,
Titusville, FL. 32783

Lap
top
computer:printer;portable
computer(new, still in boxes); 1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass; 1983 Chevrolet S-10 Pickl{p (4
wheel drive). Call Shirley at 365-7112 or 841 7437

Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or student
organization that would like to make $500$1,000 for a one-week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hardworking.
Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 592-2121 .

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678-6735

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

SWM looking for a quiet, intelligent, goodlooking female, 20-25, N/S, for friendship &
possible danng relationship. I'm not into bars,
beaches, or sports. I like good movies, good
food, good music, a good book, and a good
In end. Please include photo & ph.# with reply.
Response guaranteed .
LH0027
S/WIM 23 yrs. Likes to swim , scuba dive, sail,
and have fun is looking for a relationship with
a quiet, fun-loving female.
LH 0028
Are you a positive, self-secure, attractive
female seeking an exciting and intimate relationship? An attractive male awaits your reply!
LH0029
To Place a Lonely Heart:
Stop by the Central Florida Future
Business Office and fill out a form.
Your name will be kept confidential.

ccn.

Best Fundraisers On Campus!

'

*

Fas1
Professional
Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Guys & Gals a fun JOb $$$unlimited Part time
!he best opportunity in Cent. FL. The ultimate
nutnuon & weight loss program. We need you
Call Lili 6~0265

Apt. in Oviedo/UCF area. 2bed/2Bath central
hear & air, all appl. incl. Ideal for sharing $450/
mo. 657-4936
Large 212 wtprivate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking disrance to UCF Please ask
about our move-in special. 282 5657

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM!AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Orlando's FITNESS CONNECTION·
is now hiring
Certified Aerobics Instructors
and experienced Salespeople.
For more info. Call:
Gary Smith ph: 658-8000

"FREETRAVEL BENEFITSIAIRLINES NOW
HIRING I ALL POSITIONS I $17 ,500-$58,240.
Call(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. X-5780."

Female roommate needed for 2 bedroom apt.
only 225.00 a month. Summer months require no deposit or security. 2 min. from UCF
please call Missi or Jacquie at 275-1040.

Rx;mmate 2 bedroom duplex UCF area. hall
rent and util. Non-smoker serious student.
Available May 1 phone (leave message) 2820852.

Environmen1al Society
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 5:00 pm
in the Student Center room 214. All are welcome to attend.

DEER RUN. Large 4 bedroom home, 2 1/2
bath, family room, dining room, with spa on 1/
3 acre landscaped lot. Walk to golf course. Like
new. 699-1114, 281-5064.

Macintosh Plus, 20 Mega-byre hard drive, 2
external floppies $5000 worth of the latest
software, imagewriter printer ALL for 2600.00
Call Mike at 281-5290 work or 275-0174
Home.

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Cail OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.

A social/peer support group for gayflesbian
students meets weekly. For more information
contact Lance 380-2835.

uATIENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U repair) . Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH 5780"

To Respond to a Lonely Heart:
Send your response in a sealed
envelope with a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts
number on lower leftcornerofenvelope . Place
response envelope in an envelope and mail or
dropoffattheCentral Florida Future. P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, FL 32816

JMJ Life Center, 603 Virginia Dr.
Free Pregnancy tests and referrals.
898-575 1

MR OOM- CHEER UP- YA VOL OOEI

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

•

BRETI,
Congrats on passing your PHYSICS test! Lets
go see the comedian Bill Fry tonight at 9 In the
SAC with an opening act at 8. Love, Barbi

Personnel
Pool.
TEMP-TING OPPORTUNITIES
Personnel Pool, an H&R Block Co.
·RECEPTlONISTS
is currently recruiting qualified
•FILE CLERKS
individuals for temp & temp to perm
·SECRETARIES
positions. Take advantage of this
•WORD PROCESSORS
opportunity to work with Orlando 's
Enjoy top pay, benefits and Friday
finest Co.'s. Full-time & part-time
paydays. Call for immediate
positions available.
interview.

•

299-4900

•
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TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES-PG (NO PASSES)
Shown in 2 Theaters at 2:00-3:00-4:00-5:00-6:00-7:00
8 :00-9 :00-1 0:00CRY BABY-PG-13 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05
PRETIY WOMAN-R 2:00-4:30-7:30-10:00 (NO PASSES)'
THE FIRST POWER-R 2:30-4:30-6:30-8:30
LOVE YOU TO DEATH-R 2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER-PG 2:20-5:00-7:40-10:15
(NO PASSES)

•

•

•

STUDENT NURSE
Are you ready to put your degree to work? Will you have early
responsibility/decision making authority, a wide variety of clinical assignment areas, opportunity for advanced education on full
salary, unparalleled job security and professional status? As a
Navy nurse you'll have all this plus an excellent salary and benefits
package. Why settle for just a paycheck when so much more
could be yours ... on your very first job! Don't you owe it to
yourself to check it out? For more information call: 1-800-3428123, M-F,9-4.
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also scored a touchdown forthe
offense. However, it was called
back by a penalty.
Several of the Knights'
"He doesn't have burning regulars, including several
speed, but he goes to full speed seniors, did not play Saturday.
quickly," McDowell said. Spring practice is optional for
McDowell also said Stewart senior returning starters.
has "lightning reflexes."
Two players who left with
McDowell plans to redshirt no choice in the matter were
Stewart this fall. Stewart, who offensive lineman Willie Britscored a touchdown in the ton and receiver Shawn Jefferscrimmage; would have been a son .
sophomore.
Britton injured his knee
He will still have three during practice. Britton, who
years of college eligibility.
required surgery, said if he is
Among the offensive stand- not healthy by the fifth game of
outs were quarterbacks Rudy the season he will ask to be
Jones and Ron Johnson. redshirted. He played as a
McDowell said that while both freshman last fall.
will play this fall, Jones curJefferson has a different
rently has a slight edge over problem: his grades. He is on
academic probation and canJohnson.
Wide receiver Steven Jones not practice.

players on the defensive,"
Davis said .
"You have to come into a
match mentally prepared to
have a chance against someone like Hanne."
· Ricksheim is a business
major who hopes to finish her
academic as well as athletic
career at UCF. "I attended
USF for a year and then transferred," she said. "UCFs tennis team has been a positive
influence on my tennis game
and I plan on staying until I
graduate."
As for Ricksheim's future,
Burdell expects her to have no
problems "unless she starts
yelling in English."
''M
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~ Northwest Airlines.

•

., _, ,:;.,__,.~~,.,lrS,not just a great price.
Its a great experience.
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Only for student American Express® Cardmembers.

•

Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Nonhwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Nonhwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:
• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRlP TICKETS-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Nonhwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
.weeks after you recei~e the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 cenificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still full time students~

•

•

• 10% OFF ANYNORTHWE T FLIGHT-with

your own personalized discount card, valid
throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights_ (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other cenificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)
• 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL-

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks®
Free Travel Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now; as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmember you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
·
So don't miss out on a world of great
·experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges~

APPLY TODAY

II

TRAVEL

~

sREIATED
SERVICES

1-800-942-AMEX

~
NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

•If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your srudenc ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029.
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwesc Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made afr.er purchase. Seats at thi~ fare are limite.d and may. not be.available when you call. Travel n:iust originate by certificate expi~ation dace and be completed within 6~ day~ ?f that date. Trave~ may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings . City fuel surcharges not included m fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Flonda Cities ($2.00) . Certain blackout daces and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER .

•
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Defense quick to learn new

~ystem

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

-

UCF Football Coach Gene McDowell said he is
pleased with his current crop of players.
"I think we've got a chance to have our best team
ever," he said at a scrimmage Saturday.
McDowell said this year's team is more physical
and a little bit more talented than last year's 7-3
squad.
He also said the coaching staffis doing the best job
of coaching he has seen here, and said the recent
coaching changes will not hurt the team.
Former UCF running back Robert Ector is the
interim wide receivers' coach. Ector replaced Karl
Dorrell, who left the team for a job with Northern
Arizona.
McDowell said Ector is a candidate for the job this
fall.
'We're looking for someone who can teach, not a
technical expert," he said.
The Knights also have a new defensive coordinator, Don "Deek" Pollard.
"We were fortunate to get Pollard," McDowell said.
"He's the best defensive coach in the country at any
level."
Pollard has coached at Western Illinois, Florida
State, Oklahoma State in college, the Denver G-Old
and Arizona Wranglers of the USFL and with the
NFL's New York Giants and Cleveland Browns.
He was hired by McDowell one week before spring
practice began, replacing Rusty Russell. Russell left
the team two weeks before spring practice and has
been interviewed for a job by Southern Methodist
University.
Pollard's defensive squad looked good in
Saturday's scrimmage. Several players stood out for
the Knights' defense, including linebacker Eric
Jones, who returned an interception for a touchdown.
Defensive back Eric Buckley also had an interception.
Lineman David Nelson and linebacker Bobby
Spitulski also played well for the defense.

0

MtLhalel l.aughhrv(,EN f HAL F-LOR1DA t-U I URE

UCF running back Willie English follows a block as UCF linebacker Bobby Spitulski fights to get in position to
make the tackle in Saturday's intrasquad scrimmage at the UCF practice field.

On the offensive side of the ball, McDowell said he
is impressed by running back Patrick Stewart, who
he said was a recruiting "afterthought." While recruiting quarterback Larry J usdanis in Hamilton,
Ont., he saw Stewart on the game films.
McDowell said he asked Jusdanis if he thought

Stewart would like to come to Florida.
"He said, 'Sure,m McDowell said, chuckling.
McDowell compared Stewart to Walter Payton,
and said Stewart is a similar type of back.

Knights get
20th victory
against UNF

Ricksheim's racket
makes her 2nd seed
Ricksheim, who began playing tennis in Norway at the age
of 12, joined the Norwegian
There's someone on the Junior National's team in the
women's tennis team who 16-and-under division.
After she moved to America,
likes to use foul language
she attended the University of
during a match.
Although UCF tennis South Florida and played on
player Hanne Ricksheim the USF tennis team. Rickcould get in trouble by using sheim was the fifth-seeded
bad language, women's ten- player for USF.
As a sophomore this year,
nis Coach Lori Burdell isn't
Ricksheim now competes as
bothered.
"It's okay," Burdell said. the number two tennis player
"Hanne says all of her bad forUCF.
Burdell has been impressed
words in Norwegian."
w 1 t h
RickRicksheim's
sheim degame. "She
scribes her "I can relieve a
transferred
foreign lanstressful situation by
from USF as
guage as a
"definite yelling and screaming a fifth seeded
player
to
plus when all the bad words I
UCF
and
it comes to
w e n t
playing want."
-Hanne Ricksheim straight up
tennis," she
in the ranksaid. "If a
ings to the
player gets
frustrated they must hold it number two spot on our team."
all back, but since no one said Burdell.
"She's constantly improvcan understand what I'm
saying, I can relieve a ing her game," Burdell said,
stressful situation by yell- "Right now I feel she has the
ing and screaming all the best chance at being number
one on our team next year."
bad words I want."
Still, Ricksheim is not satisRicksheim's unique ability to relieve her ·stress has fied with her current progress.
led her to a team-leading13- "There's definitely room for
improvement," she said.
6 singles record.
"This is by far the best "Hopefully I can develop my
year of tennis I've had since groundstrokes and serve over
I began to play competi- the summer through practice."
When asked what profestively," Ricksheim said.

see SCRIMMAGE page 11

by Michael Sutton

by Bill Foxworthy
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Hanne Ricksheim watches a teammate's match earlier in the
season. Ricksheim is UCF's 2nd-seeded player.

sional tennis player she plays
after, Ricksheim responded, "I
don't necessarily copy my
game after any particular
player." But she said, "I like
Steffi Graf because her major
offensive weapon is her
groundstrokes."
Ricksheim said consistent
groundstrokes are what gives

opponents the most trouble.
Teammate Kim Davis
said she believes Ricksheim
is one of the toughest players to compete against in a
match. "Hanne puts a lot of
top[spin] on her groundstrokes which puts most
see TENNIS page 11

The UCFbasebalI team won
its 20th consecutive game Saturday night by defeating the
University ofN orth Florida, 43, in Jacksonville.
For the Knights, how many
is becoming more important
than who. The Knights are
eight victories shy of their own
state-record 28 straight victories set in 1986.
Against UNF, the Knights
scored two runs in the first
inning. UCF scored in the
third and UNF scored in the
fifth, seventh and eighth. The
Knights scored their fourth
run in the eighth inning.
Brandon Turner pitched 8
1/3 innings to record the win,
the 23rd of his career.
The Knights' record stands
at 28-10. Before they began
their streak, the Knights were
8-10. The Knights are est~b
lishing themselves as slow
starters who become mid-season powers.
UCF played in ·a similar
fashion last year, losing games
early before streaking through
mid-season. The 1989 Knights
were 7-8 before winning 21 of
24, including 11 in a row.
UCF is ranked 28th in the
Collegiate Basebal}/ESPN
poll.
The Knights play Flagler
tonight at 7 p.m. at home.

